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The Hen Line 
 
I came across these articles at the Italian waterslager site called malinoiswaterslager.it:  
http://waterslager.altervista.org/   One is a successful breeder’s response to some 
questions that were posted to their discussion group on the topic of the importance of 
hen selection.  For some reason the author numbered the questions 1st, 4th, 2nd, and 3rd.  
The other is…well, you’ll see… 
 
Sebastian 
 
ITALIAN MALINOIS WATERSLAGER CLUB 
PROJECT MALINOIS:   "THE SELECTION OF FEMALES" 
 
 In a life full of hard work I have learned that a wide search, even unto the humblest of 
sources, is the most profitable method in making sense of any subject, and this is also true 
in aviculture. This is why I would want, developing one argument at a time, to open a 
dialogue with you to find confirmation, refutation, or other responses to my theses. In 
this way I can have more elements for evaluating my ideas and also, perhaps, reduce the 
time it takes to verify them.  
 
The females are always the “crux” of the song canary races. Naturally, I say this out of 
my experiences and personal convictions which have matured with my years of breeding 
and satisfactory results.  
 
I must say that it fascinates me more to obtain optimal females than good males because 
it is more difficult to obtain them, and if you succeed you have found one key that will 
open hitherto unimaginable doors. The explanation will be easier if I answer some specific 
questions. 
 There are 4 questions which I would want to answer briefly and in the least evasive way 
possible.  
 
1st [For example: if one brood is composed of 3 males and one female, of which one of 
the males reaches the level of champion and the other two are untalented bunglers, 
what genetic capabilities will the female have?] FOI Forum of 19 September 2004.  
Author:  Faustos. 
 
4th [To reach a positive outcome, with which genetic material should one begin?] 



 
These are indeed questions which it seems nearly impossible to answer, but it is just to 
these sorts of questions that I have sought answers, surely not scientific but tested in 
practice in my breeding program. I maintain that there are indispensable elements, other 
than song, in order to judge the genetic capabilities of a female, for example:  who are the 
parents of the female and how old are they? If they are in the second or better yet the 
third year and they have been kept around, they have already succeeded in obtaining 
positive results in the progeny test. I will be able to know if they are recessive, dominant, 
or bearers of both factors (this also with the aid of the phenotype); I know the style of 
song that they transmit or if the character of the typical song remains latent. The two 
untalented bunglers (the two male nest mates mentioned above) are very important for 
the type of sounds that they emit (dominant or recessive?) and for their disposition and 
phenotype.  For this reason a score card should have to include other appraisals as well as 
tour scores in order to be more informative, but perhaps this would involve a completely 
different preparation of the judges. This idea, however, I will deal with at some later time. 
And now we must speak about the champion. Champions are always few, and in 
speaking about the females there are also very few good ones to hold on to. So what 
should we do? Shall we throw them all out? OF COURSE NOT!  
 
To the 4th question, I answer that we are left with breeding subjects that express the 
medium value of the line (and that it is thus that we proceed). In any particular brood you 
can have recessive females that transmit to their sons, if opportunely coupled to a male 
with good stamp of voice, the character of the maternal grandfather and some of the 
young canaries will even be able to turn out better than him.  
 
2nd [In one brood with an optimal male and three females, which of the three will be 
genetically the most similar to the brother.] FOI Forum of 19 September 2004.  Author:  
Faustos. 
 
I have even kept four sisters of a single brood without male siblings, not just hoping that 
at least one of them would give me something worthwhile but in the conviction that all 
had the potential to produce good males. I was right, and today I still have grandsons of 
these females that were derived using the method exposed above in my answer to 
question 1. 
 
 3rd [Now, how many years will be necessary in order to arrive at a positive outcome, if 
one will arrive there at all?????] FOI Forum of 19 September 2004.  Author:  Faustos. 
 
But we have already arrived!!! Every time that we speak, we exchange our experiences 
and we return home with something more in our technical bag of tricks. Thus is life, and 
the search is never ending; in fact, the search is life itself. And now I am content because I 
have found young people that will continue the search. 
 
Important Italian and foreign authors put us on guard against breeding with harmful 
recessive characters. It should not be forgotten that in all the various forms of life there 
exists the dominant and the recessive also.  Often the wild form is the dominant one…but 
not always. The mutation is recessive...but not always.  There are dominant and recessive 
sounds or tours also.  
 



If it were not thus, we could not enjoy the beauty of certain wonderfully mutated 
specimens. If the typical waterslager song, as I maintain, is the fruit of a mutation, then 
you will see how much merit a high quality exhibit deserves when being taken under 
consideration. Also in order to produce good females we must use mathematics and not 
forget about little Brother Gregor Mendel (1822-1884) of the monastery of Brno. It is 
correct to choose the genotype by observing the phenotype, but this is not enough!  
 
I believe that this year I can appraise the first results from a line developed in order to 
obtain females like one does for the mosaics (dimorphics), naturally, by observing other 
characteristics. Thus we may lend them a hand!  
 
Until next time!  
Toni Zurlo  
 
"The last step on the ladder is not the last step!  One may rise further." 
 
 
"RECESSIVE" FEMALES 
 
I have read and reread with much attention the writings of one Toni Zurlo and have 
reflected a lot on those parts that seemed to me more difficult to "digest". I would like 
now to make a reasoned and loud response on the conclusions which he reached so as to 
make a verification of, or at least to begin a discussion on, my own conclusions.  
 
First of all, one premise: all the canaries that we breed today are only the result of 
mutations and subsequent selections; some mutations are dominant (e.g. the crested 
factor), others recessive; these are by their nature less efficient than the wild type: a 
streaked green canary has greater probabilities of survival than one which is yellow or 
white, because of the better ability of camouflage or mimic coloration to hide it from 
predators; a canary with short and very close-fitting plumage "functions" better than one 
with over-abundant and frilled plumage, and with corkscrew nails; a canary with a strong 
and ringing song will succeed in delineating its territory, to attract a female, and chase off 
other males in a more effective way than a canary of quiet and watery song. This says to 
us that if we do not constantly operate with an artificial selective pressure on our canaries, 
this unavoidably will lead us to lose the characteristics we wish to promote and approach 
the wild type once again: if we put ten pairs of Parisians in a great aviary and allow them 
to do as they please, after a few years we will have, by natural selection, subjects which 
are less frilled and much smaller.  
 
A second premise: let us put ourselves in agreement on the terminology: the 
characteristics of canaries can be of two types, qualitative (or Mendelian) and quantitative. 
The first are the expression of a single pair of genes, whose presence or absence generates 
one phenotypic characteristic or not; the dominant white color is a clear example: if the 
canary is a bearer of the gene "dominant white" the lipochromic expression will be 
inhibited and we will have a suffused white canary. The quantitative characters are 
instead the result of the combination of numerous genes that all concur with the 
phenotypic manifestation: surely the song enters this second category, concurring with 
the manifestation of the structures of the syrinx, the nervous centers that regulate the 



expression of song, the ability to learn, the nature or temperament of the canary and so 
on. 
 
 The transmission of these characteristics (whether qualitative or quantitative) happens 
according to specific laws that are more or less known to all:  
 

• dominance: if the dominant gene is present the recessive allele will not manifest 
itself (but it is present!). As in the example already given, the  case of the dominant 
white, the suffusion inhibits the manifestation of the yellow (with the exception of 
a bit on the flights);  

•  recessiveness: it is the other side of the coin: the gene must be present in a 
twofold dose to be able to express itself, otherwise it would be overwhelmed by 
the dominant allele: in order to remain within the area of color canaries, the 
example is given of the recessive white: if it is present in a single dose the canary 
will be a yellow (or red, or ivory!), a carrier of white; if the gene is present here on 
both chromosomes then it will succeed in expressing itself and it will inhibit the 
lipochrome completely: we will have, therefore, a canary that is simply white, it 
will carry the lipochromic potential in a latent state (will it be yellow? Or red? Or a 
yellow or red ivory? In order to know, it remains for us to pair it with a yellow, 
with the intention of perhaps improving the stock of yellows: and if the intention 
of this pairing seems absurd to you it is just what we do when we use a strange 
bird in our breeding: he may be an optimal singer, but what genes does he bear?);  

• co-dominance: is had when two gene alleles (or groups of genes for the 
multifactorial characteristics) do not succeed in canceling the message of one 
another, for which the simultaneous expression of both messages is had, as an 
example red flower X white flower = rose flower; or heavy fowl X light fowl = 
fowl of intermediate weight; if one thinks about it, this is pretty common;  

• penetration: it expresses the force of a gene, that is, its ability to manifest itself in 
the phenotype when it is present in the genotype. A classic example from human 
pathology is given in the case of a neoplasia of the retina that affects the subjects 
bearing a certain gene; but not all of them: only 80%; this is to say that the gene at 
issue has a penetration of 80%, and in this 80% that the gene manifests itself, the 
pathology could be unilateral or bilateral; this variability of the expression of a 
gene that is present, but that at times it is not expressed or is expressed half way 
can help to explain characteristics which "skip generations" or the fact that a certain 
characteristic can, without warning, disappear in a stock in order to then reappear 
in the sons.  

Beyond these rough bits, I believe that it serves us well not to add other details of genetics 
to the topic of our discussion, that is, the choice of females based on recessivity.  

 
To speak about dominant and recessive characteristics in the Malinois is an arduous task 
in as much as the song is the fruit of the interaction of numerous factors, genetic ones in 
primis, but also ambient ones. In color canariculture it is necessary to know the modalities 
of transmission of the characters well, but it is also easy, because one deals with 
qualitative Mendelian characters to you: the white the, ivory, the agate, the cinnamon, the 
topaz, the pastel and so on, are there or are not there and the breeder must have very 
clearly in mind which category of competition to enroll his birds in and must know the 
Mendelian laws well when he pairs his birds, searching in the breeding registry which are 
the birds which bear recessive or sex-linked characteristics. In the Malinois it’s a different 



story: there are not simple Mendelian characteristics in play, but multifactorial 
characteristics. 

 
For no matter how much I think about it, being sure of the existence of the Mendelian 
laws also within song canariculture, I applied this simple reasoning: "if the typical 
klokkende is recessive or dominant, is of little import: I keep the birds that express it the 
best and in the course of the generations I will increase the degree of homozygosity for 
that character so that in the end I will obtain a stock with a good klokkende. I will behave 
for each of the other song characteristics in an analogous way and I will choose the 
subjects based on the expression of the typical song ". In this way I apply an artificial 
selective pressure to my canaries, excluding from reproduction the less valuable males. 
And the females, how are they chosen? Like it has always been done: the sisters, the 
daughters, and above all the mothers of the better singers, with the hope of finding a 
great breeding female. In an attempt in order to characterize it, if one pairs a few males 
and many females, it could be that one may construct a grid (as in the game battleship) in 
which the males are recorded across the top of the columns and the females are recorded 
on the lines going down the margin of the paper: in the squares that are generated you 
mark the band numbers of the sons: if the better birds are in one column we have a 
potentially great breeding male; if they are aligned along a line it is the female who is the 
candidate for the greatness title.  

 
This is the way that the majority of breeders proceed: to apply an artificial selective 
pressure with the end of generating a uniform stock, in which over the years, from the 
point of view of the genetic information, one female is more or less worth the same as 
another, being all expressions of the medium value of the stock that has been constructed.  
 
Still many are convinced of the goodness of this method, but the fact that a breeder of the 
character of Zurlo speaks about "opening doors which are still unimagined" has pushed 
me to believe that there has to be another step to complete. I have read and reread the 
article and I have reflected long, until, during one afternoon siesta, after plentifully 
indulging in an optimal Nero d’Avola Rapitalà (that had found its worthy end uplifted in 
the light and dietetic maternal culinary art), behold that, unexpectedly, perhaps, the light 
bulb went on. I do not know if I have understood, but here is the idea that dawned on 
me.  

 
We all have tried various times to pair a male of a certain stock with a female of another 
stock, often with disappointing outcome; but at least once it has happened to all that, after 
a connection of this sort, to find with astonishment before us a subject that sang in a way 
that was analogous the father, AS IF the female had not even minimally contributed to 
the genetic song information; someone could quite easily have thought that it is the male 
alone who transmits the song and to have consequently spent a fortune in order to buy 
up optimal singers, which only with much difficultly will have given any good results at 
all. In truth the result of the good connection should have made us to understand that the 
male had a song in some way dominant regarding the female: in fact pairing between the 
siblings produced in this mating would have produced subjects that theoretically would 
have been distributed in a wide range that would have contained on one hand subjects 
that sang exactly like the stock of the grandfather, and on the other  subjects with a song 
similar to that of the stock of the grandmother: in between there would have been all 
gradations of intermediate subjects; since from a pair not hundreds of canaries (necessary 



for a significant statistical study), but only a few are produced, we could have instead 
gotten in truth a singer that perfectly sang the phrases of the stock of the grandmother 
instead. Therefore we would have had the re-emergence of recessive homozygous 
characteristics (like the recessive genes of the color canaries, when two carriers are 
paired).  

 
If a breeder succeeded in establishing in his stock two distinct lines that behave as 
dominant and recessive one regarding the other, it could be truly looked at as the dawn 
of an unimagined world: the application of scientific criteria not on single pairings, but on 
populations. The creation of a feminine line, if it came to a good conclusion, would 
determine the outcome of breeding with a constant expression, as I will try to exemplify 
at the end of this note. First I would like to specify that, the way I see it, dominant and 
recessive factors have, above all, a value relative to the single pairing and can give 
excellent results only with those canaries that are very well know to the breeder. In other 
words, if some year we have the fortune to see a champion born in our breeding room 
(these are things that can happen, it is enough to note the fact!), it is useless for us to run 
to Zurlo to ask him for five recessive females to breed with him: I don’t believe that we 
would end up having many photocopies of the father-champion! The dominant line and 
the recessive line can be seen only in the lens of a single pairing; they are a way to operate 
selectively that aims at the constant production of show subjects. 

 
I would like to conclude by examining the practical implications of what I have written, in 
order to render more clearly my thought, and to confirm that I have understood the 
Zurlo’s article. I will do this by answering this question: is it worthwhile to raising canaries 
taking account of the dominant and recessive characteristics, to the point of constructing a 
female line?  

 
It depends on the breeder! For one who, as I, has little experience, an ear that is not too 
discerning, few pairs, little space, and little time, probably not: it is easier to limit himself 
to the traditional methods, to gain experience, to try to become rich culturally, and to 
please themselves with the joy of openness, of the not so lofty song of his own stock and 
those small improvements that the canaries succeed in making year after year; for results 
of prestige the time is not yet ripe (and I am not in a hurry...).  

 
Very different is the discourse of the great breeder, great not only for the number of 
pairs raised or goals met, but also great in the passion, the sensibility, the intuition, the 
ability to make choices and in the temerity to still experiment, even when the best 
possible results seem to have been achieved. A breeder of this sort knows his canaries like 
the contents of his pockets and chooses the subjects for his pairs with a sure hand. He that 
can construct, as in breeding the mosaic canary, a male line and a female one, that we will 
call recessive, because he knows which in his canaries are the modalities of transmission 
of the individual song phrases, which behave as recessive and which as dominant. But 
while the mosaic canary breeder operating in this way produces subjects to exhibit at a 
show, the breeder of Malinois obtains the breeding birds to pair: male-dominant line X 
female-recessive line, already sure of the result, that is, canaries with a paternal stamp, but 
with a little something more given from this heterozygous breeding program (and not 
accidentally, as we do when we mix subjects of various stocks!). The subjects obtained 
from this pairing are those destined for the shows. 

 



 And therefore year after year, the best subjects come to be used in part in order to 
maintain to the maximum levels of the two homozygous lines and in part in order to 
generate the show birds. If I have well understood, therefore, that which moves us to the 
highest scientific plane, that takes account of variables of whole populations and that is 
light years away from the problems of we little breeders who have difficulty choosing the 
best between two sisters... If you are still with me at this point, I thank you for the 
patience and greet you.  

 
Emanuele  

 
P.S. in the article by Toni Zurlo he also speaks about variable phenotypes. Is the reference 
only to the song or also to physical conformation? Again, greetings to all!  
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Hen Line Survey 
 
After reading the above statements by Toni Zurlo, Richard and I were discussing the 
importance of the hen line in breeding song canaries; some say that the hens are just as 
important as the males in breeding for good song while others insist 
that they are even more important. Planning ahead for this issue of the newsletter, we 
asked for your input, as well as that from breeders from all sorts of song canary breeds, 
especially in the form of any personal 
experiences with hen selection.  We asked:  What do you look for in a good 
hen? How do you decide what to keep and what not to? How do you 
determine if a hen has been worthwhile at the end of the season? 
How many seasons do you continue to breed a really good hen? What 
breeding system do you use (pair, trio, or other) and why? How many 
rounds would you let a good hen breed in a season and why? 
 
Yuriy Frenkel 
 
About song canary hens: they are not just as important as males in transition of the song - 
they are more important. This is all about chromosomes I guess. Bird females carry XY 
combination of chromosomes, and males XX - opposite to the mammals. 
 
So the hen basically carries inheritance from her ancestor males. If there was something 
wrong in the song in the past or something extremely good all will be transferred to the 
youngsters (males) from their mother. 
 
A good hen is the hen which carries good song inheritance (it is only possible to find out 
by listening to her babies later), feeds and cares for babies well, and produces healthy 
offspring. 
 
I am trying to follow Mother Nature - so only pairs, no harems. 
 
3 rounds of breeding for a hen per season are enough from my point of view. 
 



From my experience a hen can be productive till she is 5 years old. 
  
Ninez Giles 
 
I, for one, sure would like to know how to evaluate a song canary hen. 
Other than judging the bird on physical characteristics, such as body 
shape and healthiness, what else besides pedigree can a fancier go by?  
 
I also consider the tone of the hen's call.  If it's pleasing and if I 
like the volume, she's a breeding candidate.  I also consider longevity. 
I like to see the older girls (and guys) produce chicks because I think 
they have longevity genes, and I believe that is good for general 
hardiness.  
 
If the hen has a breeding history, one can consider the quality of the 
previous offspring, but how does one know what came from the hen or the 
male, unless perhaps there have been enough clutches from different males 
to know what the hen contributes?  I would think that by the time you 
know this, the hen is ready to be retired.  
 
I let my hens go two rounds only, and three if I farm eggs out to a 
surrogate mom.  I believe the oldest hen that produced chicks in my bird 
room was five years old.  She died at six, which I believe is slightly 
longer than average for a hen.  
 
I am not a winning breeder and maybe never will be, but I would like to 
know what those of you who do win have to report on this!  Thanks.  (Good 
subject.) 
 
Richard Rolloff 
 
My foundation hen was banded in 1998, and she raised 5 youngsters in 2005.  I know 
what she produces, so I mate her to males I want to test.  You can only judge a hen by her 
progeny.  Once proven she is the proverbial goose that lays the golden eggs.  She will 
never leave my aviary, and I hope she has a long life.  She has earned it. 
  
I have another hen line based on daughters of Don Stapleton's variegated #1 male.   
  
The other hen line is the best of our last importation from Belgium.  It is based on three 
male nest mates.  The cousins were interbred and currently being tested.  One hen seems 
to produce the very best, and her son will be mated back to her. 
  
I occasionally cross these lines, but then mate back to the matriarch. 
  
Sebastian Vallelunga 
 
Well, just on the general principle that one can’t grow good flowers in a bad garden, I’ve 
got to say that the hen is extremely important to producing good singers.  I’m not at all 
sure that I buy that the hen is more important because of the mysteries unfolded in the 



way X vs. Y chromosomes work, however (although there are many articles to back up 
what Yuriy said).  If all, or even most, of the song characteristics were housed on the X 
chromosome and the hen only passed on what her father passed to her on the X 
chromosome (that is, if the hen acted like an empty vessel which received the song from 
her father and passed it on to her son unchanged), then breeding song canaries would be 
so much easier and more predictable than it seems to be!  Something more complex must 
be happening.  Song is formed by a complex combination of very many characteristics 
which are anatomical/physiological, psychological, and hormonal.  First, a good singer 
has to have good structure, but structure is not a single characteristic.  A good 
waterslager singer has a broad chest containing large, healthy lungs, airways, and air sacs; 
he has a long neck and, what’s more important, a long windpipe which is tuned as a bass 
instrument due to its length; he has a very elastic voice box or syrinx and strong and 
flexible membranes within it; he has strong musculature which gives him good control 
over his breathing and sound modulation.  In addition, he has a psychological aptitude for 
song (some might call this a love of singing) and a healthy nervous system which allows 
him to learn his craft and develop a large song center in the brain. Finally, he has a 
healthy pituitary gland which causes his testes to produce an adequate supply of 
testosterone which acts as a trigger for song development and actual singing.  Hens 
certainly possess their own physical structure of the breathing apparatus which they must 
inherit from both of their parents in the same way they inherit other physical 
features…X’s or Y’s seem to have nothing to do with it.  They must inherit mental abilities 
and nerve function in a similar mode.  On the other hand, song in hens is said to be a 
latent factor (that is, unexpressed by her genes), but that doesn’t mean song is somehow 
“recessive” in hens or sex-linked the way some color mutations are.  Science has shown 
that if you take the average hen and provide her system with enough testosterone, she 
will sing very much like her male relatives do.  I think her genetic make-up, whether 
expressed in anatomy and physiology or psychology, is the same as that of her male 
counterparts and has an equal influence on any offspring, and if those are males and have 
testosterone present in their systems, they will express what they’ve inherited in song.  
 
The first things I look at in selecting a hen are the singing abilities and aptitudes of her 
nearest male relatives (not only her father) and the line in general; next comes good 
structure (full breast, long neck, and good muscle tone). 
 
To determine if a hen was successful, I look at the number of chicks raised (no matter 
what her genes are like, if she’s not passing them on she’s not a success) and how the 
male offspring do in training and contests. 
 
A hen that continues to produce could be bred for 5 seasons, but a really successful one 
that goes longer than that deserves to be bred. 
 
I try to keep the average number of rounds to two, but eager and successful hens are 
allowed to go to three if they’re still keen. 
 
Bill Friend 
 
Bill has done some re-working of a classic article on the subject of hen lines and X and Y 
chromosomes.  He has posted it as a message on the Roller Canary Yahoo Group:  
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/rollercanaryjournal  



The message is dated August 21, 2005. 

Donna Noel 

Hi, I read an article written by J. A. Snider.  She states the hen inherits the song of her 
father and then gives the song to her sons.  The father gives his song to his daughters.  
New hens: breed with male from the same line.  If you don't have a related male, breed 
the hen to your best male.  Using your best male the off spring may show freedom in 
song & good tone.  The article came from ACBM (American Caged Bird Magazine) 
February 1985.  For my older hens I let them go three times but, foster the third clutch. 
Also she gets the male with her if he will help.  Both my AS males are good fathers.  With 
breeding AS you also need to keep in mind the size.  Small hens are a sign that there is to 
heavy line breeding. 

Marie Russell 

This article (mentioned by Donna above) is included in the handbook provided to all new 
members of DRAGON, ASC Chapter 22 along with two dozen more articles which cover 
every topic one can imagine. Members have access to the entire library of articles- there 
are hundreds and hundreds (more than four file cabinet drawer’s worth). 

The best possible thing to do is to listen to the song of the father when evaluating the hen. 
(The song of the brothers is not as good an indicator of what the hen may be carrying 
and a hen's call notes are a chancy thing at best to make a determination of quality on.) 
Should the father sire more daughters than you wish to breed, evaluate the hens on 
conformation and make your determination on that basis. Whenever possible, try to 
listen to the hen's father when purchasing a hen. Then breed your new hen to your best 
male.  After three generations of breeding the hen's best son back to her (son. grandson, 
etc.) you'll be left with birds which carry her song. 

In my opinion, three generations is pushing it sort of far for line breeding this closely 
(parent to offspring)- be sure to select ONLY the healthiest birds to breed if breeding 
grandsons and great grandsons back to their mother. If the birds start shrinking in size, 
the line breeding is too close for sure. I do know of successful breeders who use intensive 
line breeding, but there is a finite lifespan to a line that is bred too closely- birds tend to be 
less hardy, fertility decreases, and the song becomes stale. It is true that line breeding 
American Singers can result in becoming a dominating presence at the shows- but after 
closely examining the past 10+ years of show results I have concluded that breeders who 
rely heavily on line breeding stay on top for a limited number of years, typically four or 
five. I know personally of several breeders who follow a very loose pattern of line 
breeding- breeding within certain lines of birds, but rarely closer than cousins- and have 
managed to win consistently for twenty years. They never sweep a show, but they rarely 
go home empty handed, either. 

Just my two cents worth... 

Donald Perez 



…Opinions are one thing, but actual facts as based on scientific work in genetics over the 
years that have been proven in labs and studs, are another. 

"Shrinking in size" is absolutely no indicator that such "shrinkage" is because of years of 
line-breeding or inbreeding unless one has NOT followed the correct pairing methods 
properly. 

The absolute only way that ANY horse, cow, pig, rat, mouse or ANY breed of canary will 
ever "shrink in size" or "decrease in lifespan, fertility or quality of song" through ANY 
length of time or generation upon generation of line-breeding and/or inbreeding is if one 
uses ANY bird that exhibits or has a preponderance of passing on those genes for smaller 
birds or birds which may produce any of the "undesirable" characteristics in their 
program. 

Please read the above statement carefully and know that it is the best way that I can 
readjust anyone's thinking with relation to continued close inbreeding or line-breeding. 

The only way that a close inbreeding or line-breeding program will fail regardless of the 
canary or animal or plant or flower, is if the selection process is incorrect. 

I can assure you that one can indeed inbreed and line-breed from two related pair that 
exhibit some of the "desirable" characteristics and with proper selection, create within 3-
years a pure-bred, prepotent line of SUPER American Singer Canaries that will win year 
in and year out for years upon years much longer than you and I will ever live on this 
planet! 

Anyone who has done their homework with the true process of inbreeding and line-
breeding and applies those principles religiously within the family of albeit related animal, 
birds, fish or plants can create a SUPER MASTER RACE!! 

Healthy is a given as the first criteria in the selection process but that is only the 
beginning.  Using the finest quality hens from the best singing lines consistently will 
always improve a singing line. 

I hear of some in the various "song" breeders who suggest using hens outside a line to 
"improve" a line or at least maintain it.  Fact is, unless one has actually heard the related 
cocks from that "outside" line and know that those hens were indeed nest mates to the 
top singers and those hens have been proven to throw top song young cocks, that 
"outside" cross as with ANY outside cross, must be done with meticulous care so as to 
prevent ruining years of work with a proven line. 

For someone to continually outcross and "buy in" birds year after year just to add new 
blood or genes is on a direct path to destruction of what has already been established in 
their bird room.  That is, if there was anything there to begin with! 

Out-crossing is often times more destructive than beneficial.  One MUST have a specific 
and direct reason for out-crossing that will not sacrifice the future of a line. 



Please know that the above information I offer is not based upon opinions but actual 
facts, facts which are present all around us. 

Most everything we eat from fish to beef to pork to chicken to turkey to corn to oats to 
soybeans to lettuce and so on and even the flowers, plants and trees we enjoy, not to 
mention exotic tropical fish, dogs, cats, horses, pigeons, milk-producing goats and so on 
were developed from years upon years of close genetic inbreeding and line-breeding. 

You are correct in one thing based on the historical info you provided. Many breeding 
programs have failed in the past and many will continue to fail if the correct selection 
process is not followed in ANY consistent and constant inbreeding or line-breeding 
program… 

I Have just moments ago returned from attending an All-Breed Cat Show in Oak Lawn, 
Illinois where I talked with a couple of top champion breeders of Himalayan Persians 
regarding their inbred lines that go back generations and again felt confidant in the 
statements I offered in Take 1 (Don responded in two parts) on the subject-at-hand… I 
base both the successful results of my own bird room over many years as well as the 
results of many, many champions of their breeds who have indeed followed a program 
of line-breeding which is indeed from lines created first with inbreeding closely to set the 
gene pool for the prepotency of constantly producing certain desired characteristics. 

Scientific studies confirm exactly what the results are of practical reality and practical 
reality also confirms the results from scientific studies. Now this only works in both cases, 
as I stated in my previous post on the subject, IF all work in the selection process is done 
diligently and with purpose. 

The further one goes outside (cousins, etc.), when line-breeding, the more increased the 
variables become, hence beginning with inbreeding first to thus be more in control of the 
perceived results… 

…If one would find a line of cocks in any breed of canary that exhibits most 
all the desirable characteristics one is seeking to maintain, if not 
improve, it has been proven time and time again that one can in the shortest 
time possible improve upon the line by NOT using outside hens but rather 
only those hens that are siblings of those superb (fantastic singing) cocks. 
 
If I was working with Song birds, I would follow that selection process but 
as we know, since the hen is not the great singer the cock is, we do not 
know which of the sibling hens is the most valuable.  What we do know based 
on proper genetic theories is that one female will have the genotype that is 
more prepotent than the other female siblings for passing on better singing 
cocks. 
 
The only sure way to ascertain this and prove it is that all the female 
offspring of the very best singing cock MUST be run to that cock the 
following year.  If those proper genetic theories are followed as relates to 
the male offspring, in the late fall we will find that there is a sibling 



male that sings as good as the sire, a sibling male that may sing worse than 
the sire and a sibling male that may sing better than all the other siblings 
and the sire.  I would run that male who sings better than all its brothers and father to all its sisters 
and his mother. 
 
To achieve the best and quickest results by following this process one must 
attempt the "quantitative" breeding method.  In other words, the original 
pairing in the experiment of using the very best-singing cock you can get 
your hands on from a proven line of consistent champions or using the 
best-singing cock you have in your room today, to any related hens.  (This 
length of this process may change a bit if using unrelated hens but still 
worth trying.) would be to get as many nests from that pairing as possible 
by farming out the eggs to other hens to incubate and raise. 
 
By running the best-singing offspring to its' nestmates and its' mother, and 
by running the sire to ALL its offspring hens, we are establishing in 
essence, different families.  These families must be evaluated as we 
evaluate each of the male offspring's singing talents, following of course, 
all the usual training methods with each.  The very best singing offspring should again be run to 
their dam (mother) and their sibling sisters. 
 
If this is done for 3-4 years, we have then set a genepool of prepotent 
top-singing cocks and top song-producing hens all worth their weight in 
gold!  When we achieve the results we wanted from the above inbreeding program, we can now 
work within our line by line-breeding them. 
 
We can line-breed from these families, should we want to establish certain 
notes or tours or whatever and they can be "dipped into" as one sees fit, to 
achieve any desired characteristics one hopes for or eliminate any 
undesirable characteristics one hopes to eradicate. 
 
Now, again, I AM NOT A NOTED SONG CANARY BREEDER/EXHIBITOR/CHAMPION 
NOR AM IA NOTED COLOR CANARY BREEDER/EXHIBITOR/CHAMPION, however I can 
assure you that by applying the principles above, one can achieve success on ANY show arena and 
in the shortest time possible! 

Sarah Palmer 

For me, I value my hens more so than the males.  They have the notes 
within and will pass to their young with the right genetic combination. 
What a puzzle! Who said canary breeding is not a science. 
A good hen is worth her weight in gold – that says it all. 
After song makeup of father and brother, I look to numbers produced, 
feeding and rearing ability of the hen.  Pedigrees certainly mean a lot 
in putting this puzzle together. 

Bonnie Black 



I also value my hens at least as much and often more than my males.  I 
honestly usually have a difficult time telling if the hen is actually the one 
carrying a particular song but that is probably because my line is becoming more 
consistent so differences are subtle now.  Sometimes it's obvious though as in 
when a new hen is introduced and the next generation offers a tour that I have 
never heard in my bird room before.  
 
I also pay a lot of attention to the score sheet information of the ancestors 
and sibs for my initial choosing, but a superior hen to me is one that has no 
vices when raising her chicks (tossing, feather plucking, band chewing, etc.) 
and is a great feeder and is willing to foster any baby.  Whenever possible, 
I try to check the band numbers to posted show results etc., I have found that 
the pedigrees themselves are a good place to start, but they are only as 
accurate as the breeder's records and integrity.    I also personally prefer the 
larger birds so if the choice gets down to two sisters, I will usually choose 
the larger. 

Darko Kulic 

This is my answer about hen line breeding in song canaries.  If I can, I choose a hen which 
is a sister of some good brothers.  First, I keep only good mothers and normally they 
should have good young.  I use each hen to the end of her life:  only two rounds per year.  
Each hen is paired only with one male in a year.  Only if I am testing new hens, then I will 
use two males.  This year was bad like a hurricane for hens. I had 20 hens for this season, 
but only 7 bred. Only 2 of my Belgian hens had young.  Greetings from Croatia. 

 

 

HERE’S JOHNNY! 
By Richard Rolloff 
 
Recently I attended the National Song Canary Show in Chicago, and was personally 
hosted by “Johnny” Denan Denjo.  I took the opportunity to interview him, and 
document his “system” of breeding/showing waterslagers. 
 
First you should know a little about Johnny.  He was born, raised, and fought for what is 
currently Bosnia.  He was shot three times, came home to his funeral, and spent 361 days 
in a concentration camp.  He emerged weighing 120 pounds.  He is 6’2” tall and weighs 
slightly more than that now   I mention this because it explains his sheer enthusiasm for 
life, and in particular waterslagers. 
 
Johnny received his first bird at age 4.  His father and uncle had canaries.  His whole 
culture spent several months each fall visiting and listening to each others birds.  His 
“system” is quite simple, and he has often scolded me for making things too much work.  
“Canaries are seed eaters, why do you feed so much junk?” rings in my ears.  It is his 



belief that waterslagers have very sensitive stomachs, and that we upset their system 
with our rich feeding.  I have tried his approach and it works for me. 
 
Let me start with the beginning of the breeding season.  When I was in Chicago there was 
a snow storm.  We shoveled to the garage and replaced the frozen water in the drinkers 
with hot water from the house.  Yes, his hens looked perfectly happy in freezing weather.  
In mid January when they come into the house (68-70 degrees F) they know it is time to 
breed.  The males have been caged up a month earlier, getting eggfood and Vitamin E.  
His eggfood is about ½ cous cous, and ½ Quiko.  The cous cous is mixed with hot water, 
and then the Quiko is added.  NO hardboiled egg!  They get a very good seed mix, but 
not too rich.  They are paired up about the first of February.  One male services 3 hens.  
He is placed with a different hen morning, noon, and evening for ½ hour until the first 
egg is layed.  The eggs are pulled and replaced the morning of the third egg.  Hens get a 
small amount of eggfood twice a week while setting.  He only wants three youngsters 
per nest.  After three hatch the rest of the clutch is disposed of.  Banding occurs on day 5 
or 6.  Birds are inspected and sexed on day 15.  “Males have dark yellow over the beak”, 
and are recorded for separation after weaning.  On about the 17-18th day the male is 
placed back with the hen.  The three youngsters are place in a cage that is hung outside 
the breeding cage, and fed through the bars.  By day 21-22 they are put in a small flight.  
At day 25-26 males and females go into separate flights. 
 
Training begins in the flights.  One tutor is released in the flight and one is caged outside, 
so there is no fighting.  Breeding males are placed with young and old hens, so they don’t 
sing.  After Jun/July they go to 50/50 rape/canary.  They get eggfood and Vitamins once 
a week.  They are caged up around September 20th, depending on show dates.  They are 
stacked two high on a long table where they can see each other.  Make sure all are eating 
and drinking.  Check the droppings closely.  He does that a lot  After 3-4 days dividers 
are placed between them.  Seven to 10 days later they are stacked 4 high in a large 
cabinet.  They are separated by strains.   
 
They are exposed to no natural lighting after August.  Room lighting is on from 7-5.  They 
are covered with a dark (and I do mean dark) green canvas for gradually lengthening 
periods of time.  First from 3 PM to 5PM.  Then from 1PM to 5 PM.  Eventually they only 
see light 5 minutes in the morning, during staging, and during 5 o’clock feeding.  They get 
fresh water everyday, seed every other day, and Vitamins in the water once a week.  
Papers are changed every 3 days.  This is not laziness (not allowed in Johnny’s family).  
Again the poop is examined.  If it is not spread out over the paper, but in a pile, the birds 
are not active enough and the light needs adjusting. 
Staging starts at 45 minutes per day and gradually reduces to 25 minutes. 
 
Four weeks before the show birds are staged two at a time to pick teams.  Three weeks 
before the show they are placed in boxes and placed in separate rooms.  Oh, the beauty of 
having a basement maze!  A heavy dark cloth is placed over the box.  Ten days before the 
show the doors to the box are closed and again the dark cloth is placed over the box. 
 
Song is controlled by food mix.  Normal diet is 50/50.  If the song is too mellow he feeds 
70/30 canary/rape.  If to harsh they get 30/70 canary/rape. 
 



Ten days before the show they really get darkened down. .  The birds are in boxes, with a 
cloth covering them, and half the fluorescent tube is covered with foil.   
 
Johnny has been blessed with a wonderful family, a wife who supports his hobby, and 
two daughters that he already worries about dating.  He is lucky, and we are lucky to 
have him in our club. 
 
Thanks again, Johnny, for welcoming me/us into your home. 

 

 

Photo Galery from the National Song Canary Contest in Chicago 

Photo 1 (L to R):  Manny Boutsikakis, Johnny Denjo, Mike Simityan, and Richard Rolloff standing 
behind Judge Joris Pieters. 
 

Photo 2 (L to R):  AWS President Tom Trujillo, Judge Joris Pieters, and Sara Palmer 
receiving an award. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Photo Galery from the WWC Song Contest in Davis, CA 

The Show Chairman, Darrell Horst, and the awards table at the WWC Song Contest 

 
Various members of the WWC receive their awards from Judge Luc Vermincksel of Belgium:  
Sebastian Vallelunga, Mike Simityan, Donna Gary, Darrell Horst, Liza Horst, and Richard Rolloff. 



      

       

        

 

 

Following page:  group photograph of the WWC members present at the awards banquet:  Larry 
Waugh, Mike Simityan, Liza Horst, Doreen Waugh, Darrell Horst, Donna Gary, Sebastian 
Vallelunga, Shawn Blundell, Judge Luc Vermincksel, Ella Galik, Don Stapleton, Val Stevens and 
daughter, Richard Rolloff (L to R) 
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Please see the WWC membership and band order form attached. 
Membership and band orders can also be done by PayPal at:  
http://www.westernwaterslager.com   



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Promoting the breeding, training and showing of the 
Belgian Waterslager Song Canary 

 
Name:_______________________________  
Address:___________________________________ 
City:___________________________________ State: ______  Zip:____________ 
Phone:_______________________   
Email Address:_____________________________________ 
 
Would you like to be listed on the website “Breeders  List”?  Yes  -  No   (circle one)   
Only your name, state, email address and/or phone number will be listed.  
 
Dues are payable January 1st of each year. 
 
Yearly Dues Newsletter via web (email) $20.00 __________  
  Or newsletter via US mail  $30.00 __________ 
 
Band Order:   25 bands  $8.00 __________   Mail or Pickup  
          50 bands  $16.00 __________  at the show. 
   75 bands  $24.00 __________  (Please circle 
   100 bands  $32.00 __________   one) 
   150 bands  $48.00 __________ 
  Total Order Including Dues  __________ 
 
These high quality traceable bands include a number from 001 to 999, WWC and 2 digit 
year.  Specific band numbers cannot be requested.  Bands will be available at the show or 
mailed after January 2nd.  Must be a member of WWC to order bands. 
 
Write check payable to WWC.  Send check and form to club Treasurer.  
Darrell Horst, 43 Third St., Woodland, CA 95695 
 
 

 


